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Invest Club Global: Innovating 
Investment in Cryptocurrency, Real 

Estate, and Robotics
A Comprehensive Guide to Our Strategy, Coin, and Future Vision

W h i t e  P a p e r



ICG represents a cutting-edge utility token strategically constructed on the 
Ethereum Network, with a singular purpose — to enhance and enrich the entire 
crypto community. This token is meticulously designed to foster a dynamic economy 
that extends substantial benefits to users and investors alike.



A thoughtfully structured allocation plan defines ICG's commitment to transparency 
and user-centric principles. With 60% of the token supply dedicated to liquidity, 10% 
reserved for team and development initiatives, 10% earmarked for marketing and 
partnerships, another 10% allocated to rewards and burn mechanisms, and a final 
10% designated for Centralized Exchange listing, ICG stands as a testament to 
meticulous planning and strategic distribution.



By adopting this comprehensive approach, ICG aspires to go beyond traditional 
token frameworks. The goal is clear — to bring real-world utility to the forefront and 
effectively bridge the existing gap between cryptocurrencies and everyday life. 
Through this commitment, ICG aims to carve a distinct path in the crypto space, 
offering tangible value and utility to its community.

In the ever-expanding landscape of the cryptocurrency market, characterized by 
substantial growth and millions of active users, the success of projects hinges on 
factors such as token economics, utility, and real-world integration. Notably, not all 
ventures have achieved success in these areas. This is where ICG emerges, 
introducing a utility token designed to address these critical challenges and 
contribute to the holistic advancement of the crypto community.



ICG stands as a solution-oriented project, aiming to fill gaps in existing projects by 
focusing on the intricacies of token economics, utility, and practical integration into 
real-world scenarios. By leveraging the Ethereum Network and introducing an 
ERC-20 token, ICG is poised to deliver a token that is not only dynamic but also 
functionally robust. Through this strategic approach, ICG endeavors to provide users 
with an enhanced and meaningful experience within the crypto space.

Abstract:

Introduction:
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Road map

Phase 1

Phase 2 Phase 4 :

Phase 3
 develop the smart contract

 Community Buildin

 social media establishmen

 Website Development

 launch on uniswa

 marketing and partnership

 CMC AND CG listing

 develope the ICG app

 CEX listin

 Recruitment of Ambassador

 Platform transactions with 

ICG
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Deflationary MecÊanism:

Liquidity Investment:

Centralized Exchange Listing:

Support for Development:

Marketing Investors Rewards:

When the market cap reaches 10 millions dollars, half of the 10% of the total supply will be burned, 
making ICG a deflationary asset.

60% of the total supply is invested in Uniswap, ensuring liquidity for the token.

10% of the supply will be allocated to list the token on centralized exchanges, increasing 
accessibility and trading opportunities.

10% of the supply will be dedicated to supporting the development and team.

10% of the total supply will be distributed to marketers and investors.

Why Choose ICG Token:

10%

10% 10%

10%
development and team

60%

marketing and partnerships
rewards and burn mechanisms

listing on exchanges

Liquidity Pool

There are several reasons to consider investing in ICG:
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Invest Club Global is a hedgefund that operates reguly and have dubai licence,this 
company has been officially certified by the UAE , namely by Dubai Emirate.

Certified Investor Company
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Conclusion:
In conclusion, the ICG utility token is strategically positioned to serve as a vital link 
between cryptocurrencies and everyday life. With an unwavering commitment to 
success in the dynamic crypto space, ICG is characterized by a dynamic economy 
and a robust, community-driven ethos. Our goal is to deliver substantial benefits to 
all participants in the cryptocurrency ecosystem.



The ICG community stands as a testament to our commitment to fostering user 
engagement and empowerment. Ambassadors play a crucial role in driving 
community involvement, ensuring a vibrant and collaborative environment. 
Additionally, the integration of deflationary mechanics underscores our dedication to 
sustainable and impactful tokenomics.



As we look ahead, ICG remains steadfast in its pursuit of innovation, transparency, 
and a user-centric approach. We invite you to join us on this exciting journey as we 
contribute to the evolution of utility tokens, actively shaping the future landscape of 
cryptocurrencies and their integration into everyday life.


